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Abstract: Agricultural greenhouses have been identified as a niche application for organic photo-
voltaic (OPV) integration, leveraging key performance characteristics of OPV technology, including
semi-transparency, light weight, and mechanical flexibility. For optimal electrical design and perfor-
mance assessment of greenhouse-integrated OPV systems, knowledge of the solar irradiance incident
on OPV module surfaces is essential. Many greenhouse designs feature roof curvature. For flexible
OPV modules deployed on curved greenhouse roofs, this results in a non-homogenous distribution
of solar radiation across the module surfaces, which affects electrical output. Conventional modeling
methods for estimating solar irradiance on a PV surface assume planarity, and therefore they are
insufficient to evaluate OPV (and other flexible PV) installations on curved greenhouse structures.
In this study, practical methods to estimate incident solar irradiance on curved surfaces were devel-
oped and then applied in an outdoor performance evaluation of large-area, roll-to-roll printed OPV
arrays (3.4 m2 active area) installed on a gothic-arch greenhouse roof in Tucson, Arizona between
October–February. The outdoor performance of six OPV arrays was assessed using the curved-surface
modeling tools primarily considering the effect of irradiance on electrical behavior. The OPV arrays
had an overall power conversion efficiency (PCE) of 1.82%, with lower PCE in the afternoon periods
compared to morning and midday periods. The OPV arrays experienced an average 32.6% loss in
normalized PCE over the course of the measurement period. Based on these results, we conclude that
the higher performing OPV devices that are more robust in outdoor conditions coupled with accurate
performance monitoring strategies are needed to prove the case for agrivoltaic OPV greenhouses.

Keywords: organic photovoltaics; agrivoltaics; PV greenhouse; solar modeling; OPV performance
assessment

1. Introduction

One promising strategy for achieving more sustainable food production is the integra-
tion of photovoltaic (PV) electricity with agricultural systems—a system design known as
agrivoltaics [1]. Greenhouse crop production systems achieve higher annual yields per unit
area using significantly less water compared to conventional farming. At the same time,
greenhouses can be highly energy-intensive to operate depending on the hardware used in
climate control systems and other growing operations [2,3]. Thus, for greenhouse agricul-
ture in particular, increasingly seen a critical component in global food security, agrivoltaics
can offer unique opportunities to enhance resource use efficiency, combining year-round
food production within controlled environments and renewable energy generation on the
same land footprint.

There are many potential strategies for the integration of PV into greenhouse systems
involving a range of PV technologies and installation approaches [4]. Stand-alone, ground-
mounted PV systems located adjacent to the greenhouse structure, utilizing conventional
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silicon PV panels, can offset greenhouse electrical demands in part or entirely [5,6]. How-
ever, this strategy does not explicitly fulfill the criterion for Agrivoltaic schemes, in which
the footprint of the greenhouse and PV system are co-located. The mounting structure for
the PV system is also separate from the greenhouse structure, adding to materials and cost.
In response to these challenges, PV modules have been installed directly on greenhouse
structures. Cossu and Murgia et al. [7] installed monocrystalline silicon PV modules to
cover 50% of the roof area for a 960 m2 pitched-roof greenhouse, replacing the PVC cladding
in that roof area with PV. The PV modules reduced annual solar radiation by 64% in the
growing space and resulted in significant yield reduction in the shaded relative to the
unshaded tomato crop as a result of the constrained light levels in those areas. In order to
avoid excessive shading caused by roof-installed PV on greenhouses, the PV modules can
be arranged with gaps in between to allow for partial sunlight penetration. Kavga et al. [8]
showed that partial coverage (20%) of the glass-glazed greenhouse roof area with opaque
PV modules did not significantly affect the growth of pepper plants. Less PV coverage
of the greenhouse roof area, however, means lower electricity yields from the PV system.
Moreover, the distinct PV shadow patterns that are cast on the greenhouse crops have been
shown to result in non-uniform and reduced growth and yields [9].

While thin-film semi-transparent PV technologies are generally less efficient than
conventional PV, greenhouses have been identified as a niche application for these devices.
Theoretically, greenhouse structures clad in semi-transparent PV enable a more balanced
and evenly distributed sharing of incident sunlight between the PV system for electricity
generation and the crops growing underneath for photosynthesis [10]. A wide range of
semi-transparent PV technologies have been demonstrated for this application, including
spherical micro-solar cells [11], amorphous silicon panels [12], and dye-sensitized solar
cells [13], and luminescent solar concentrator-based PV cells [14].

Semi-transparent organic PV (OPV) possesses unique advantages that make it a
particularly promising technology for integration with greenhouse covers. The absorption
of the organic semi-conductive materials can be tuned to absorb particular wavelength
ranges, meaning that these devices can be spectrally engineered with high precision to
optimize compatibility with the spectral needs of plants [15]. The low embodied energy
of the solution-processable, semi-conductive polymers that constitute the OPV active
layers means significantly lower energy and carbon payback periods for OPV compared
to conventional PV technologies [16,17]. Additionally, OPV cells can be deposited onto a
variety of different substrates, including flexible plastics that are already widely used for
greenhouse covering materials around the world.

Several recent studies have analyzed energy generation, economic costs, and envi-
ronmental impacts associated with OPV-integrated greenhouses. Okada et al. [18] simu-
lated lettuce crop yield and electric energy production under various OPV film (nominal
3.3% PCE at standard test conditions) coverage ratios in a 140 m2 greenhouse, equipped
with wet-pad and fan cooling system, and natural gas-based heating, located in Tucson,
Arizona. The study estimated that approximately half (49%) OPV roof coverage was suffi-
cient to meet both desired yields and energy demand of the off-grid greenhouse lettuce
crop production system modeled in this study. Ravishankar et al. [19] carried out an energy-
balance modeling analysis comparing three different locations/climates in the U.S., and
found Arizona to be the most viable location for OPV-integrated greenhouses. The model
used an OPV device efficiency of 10% and a stand-alone gable-roof greenhouse (218.6 m2),
with 85% of the roof covered by active OPV area. It is shown that the monthly generated
electricity from the OPV devices exceed the monthly energy requirements for a green-
house tomato production system in an arid, high-light intensity region. Hollingsworth
et al. [20] determined that if there is not significant reduction in crop yields due to shad-
ing effects, OPV-integrated greenhouse design can offer reductions in the environmental
burden of greenhouses at competitive costs compared to non-PV powered and silicon-PV
(Si-PV)-powered greenhouses.
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While these are exciting future prospects for greenhouse-integrated OPV, the com-
mercial potential of this design concept is ultimately determined by technologies that are
proven viable for large-area fabrication; the most commercially advanced method for large-
area OPV devices is roll-to-roll (R2R) processing, which produces flexible OPV devices
deposited on thin-film plastic substrates. One of the most foremost challenges in the OPV
market is translating research cell (typically ~1 cm2 in size) performance to the module
scale (>800 cm2). The constraints imposed by R2R processing limit the types of materials
and device architectures that can be used in OPV module fabrication [21]. Furthermore,
compared to the highly controlled laboratory conditions in which research cells are made,
the ambient environment in which large-area R2R-processed OPV modules are produced
often means sub-optimal production conditions that result in lesser quality and perfor-
mance. The commercial competitiveness of OPV technology is also limited by lifetime:
on a fundamental level, organic semiconductors are prone to light- and oxygen-induced
degradation in ambient conditions, which can result in substantial performance losses [22].
For large-area OPV modules, and particularly with flexible OPV which uses thin plastic
substrates/encapsulation materials, the diffusion of water and oxygen gas through these
layers, as well as the mechanical stresses experienced by the devices in outdoor conditions,
can and has been shown to result in rapid electrical and mechanical failure [23,24]. Due
to these challenges, large-area OPV modules have only entered the commercial market in
the past 5–10 years. Coinciding with this development, only recently have experimental
studies testing large-area OPV modules for greenhouse applications emerged.

Friman-Peretz et al. [25] analyzed large-area, R2R-printed, semi-transparent OPV
modules in the context of their potential to function as a greenhouse cover material. While
having relatively low transmittance (~20%) in the photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)
range, which is the radiation energy that primary drives photosynthesis in plants and
included wavelengths between 400–700 nm, the OPV modules, which were laminated
in PET plastic foil, had a U-value of 6.0 W m−2 K−1, which is comparable to the typical
U-values for glass or polyethylene film greenhouse cover materials. It was also determined
that, despite the low power conversion efficiency (PCE) measured in the OPV devices
(1–2%), a 1 ha greenhouse entirely covered by OPV with this efficiency would provide
approximately 2.4 × 105 kWh annually (2.4 kWh m−2 year−1), more than compensating for
the electricity required to operate a greenhouse with a mechanical ventilation system. The
authors cited cost and device lifetime as limiting factors for the commercial applications of
OPV to greenhouses.

The outdoor electrical performance of OPV installed on a polytunnel greenhouse in a
Mediterranean climate was evaluated by Magadley et al. [26], in which three OPV panels,
each ~1 m2 in size, were monitored for 12 weeks from October to January. The effects of
different solar irradiance conditions, incidence angles, and temperature on OPV device
performance were analyzed, in addition to monitoring the degradation of the OPV panels
over the course of the measurement period. It was found that high incident irradiance
resulted in lower fill factors and efficiency performance in the OPV panels. The OPV panel
at the top ridge of the greenhouse roof, which received the highest cumulative solar energy,
had the highest energy output of all panels monitored. However, the authors noted that
positioning OPV panels at different locations on the greenhouse roof, thus resulting in
varied solar radiation exposure over the course of the day, would be a design advantage
for more distributed diurnal power production.

The mechanical flexibility of OPV allows for conformity onto any curved/irregular
structure, including building facades, textiles, vehicles, and greenhouses. This key tech-
nical feature of OPV also can be an advantage in terms of solar energy collection; it has
been demonstrated that curved PV surfaces are able to capture more solar energy on the
same two-dimensional footprint compared to planar surfaces [27]. However, several chal-
lenges have been identified with non-planar PV systems. These include the differences
in photocurrent generated in cells with varying solar irradiance exposures along curved
PV modules/strings/arrays, which can result in electrical mismatch across the system,
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and consequently a reduction in energy harvest. This problem is especially critical for
building-integrated PV (BIPV) systems, in which the façade geometries can be quite com-
plex, and neighboring buildings can create significant shading on different portions of
the PV surface [28]. To address these challenges, recent studies have proposed methods
for parameterized simulations of flexible BIPV installations on arbitrarily curved surfaces,
considering shading and reflection effects introduced by neighboring buildings, in order to
determine optimal module arrangements and electrical design configurations [29].

For applications of flexible PV on curved greenhouse structures, several of the chal-
lenges involved in BIPV system modeling are irrelevant. First, greenhouses are located in
open spaces with unobstructed view of the sun, and therefore shading of the PV system
by neighboring structures is not an issue, as it is in urban BIPV scenarios. Moreover, al-
though the design of greenhouse structures can differ significantly [30], curvature generally
only rotates around a single-axis and is symmetrical, which simplifies modeling of the
greenhouse surface, and, by extension, the flexible PV modules that are conformed to it.

Given the growing interest in the integration of flexible PV, and particularly OPV, with
greenhouse structures, there is a need for practical tools that can used to assess the perfor-
mance of these technologies and find optimal design strategies. For large-scale greenhouse-
integrated OPV installations, the modules will be connected together in strings/arrays for
energy harvest. Hirata et al. [31] used model-scale (40 cm by 60 cm) greenhouses oriented
north-south with transparent serially connected OPV modules (30 cm by 21 cm) installed
in different arrangements: north-south orientation, east-west orientation, and a horizontal
plane for reference. The study compared the relative output of OPV modules in these
orientations and found that the output of the east-west modules was almost the same as
the output of the module arranged on the horizontal plane, while the north-south modules
had a smaller relative output, due to effects on the I-V curve of the north-south modules
caused by shading. Despite the growing body of research evaluating OPV technology for
greenhouse applications, there is an absence of data on the performance of greenhouse-
integrated OPV devices that extend beyond the module scale. In part, this is due to the
challenges in specifying irradiance conditions on a curved PV surface and relating these
to electrical measurements of the connected PV device at a high temporal resolution. It is
critical that evaluations of OPV modules in operational conditions continue, in order to
better understand the nuances involved in electrical performance in varying environmental
conditions and associated degradation mechanisms. However, with rapidly advancing
commercialization of OPV technology, the road is now paved for large-scale applications,
including greenhouse integration, in which string and array-level performance will become
an increasingly relevant concern.

In this study, we present a practical method for modeling the solar irradiance condi-
tions on curved, greenhouse-integrated OPV surfaces utilizing open-source solar modeling
software. The modeled incident irradiance is then related to electrical data measured over
a 5-month period (October–February) of large-area, semi-transparent OPV arrays deployed
on a gothic-arch greenhouse in an arid climate (Tucson, Arizona). In doing so, the outdoor
performance of the curved OPV arrays deployed on a greenhouse, primarily considering
the effect of incident irradiance, was assessed.

2. Materials and Methods

This section begins with a description of the physical and electrical aspects of the OPV
arrays that were used in this study (Section 2.1), followed by a description of the greenhouse
onto which the OPV arrays were installed (Section 2.2), and the data collection system used
for OPV electrical monitoring (Section 2.3). We then present the 3-D surface modeling of
the curved OPV arrays on the study greenhouse (Section 2.4). The surface properties of the
OPV rolls, along with measured solar irradiance data coinciding with current-voltage (I-V)
measurements of the OPV rolls, are inputs for the solar modeling program, which is used
to calculate the solar irradiance incident on the curved OPV surface (Section 2.5).
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2.1. OPV Device Characterization

The study devices were flexible, R2R-printed, semi-transparent OPV cells (PBTZT-stat-
BDTT-8 active layer) (ARMOR Solar Films, Germany). Berny et al. [32] discuss the material
architecture and operational principles of the OPV devices in detail. In each 0.8 × 1 m OPV
panel there were 4 serially connected OPV module strings, each containing 10, 0.0125 m ×
0.066 m serially connected cells of photoactive organic film separated by 0.0025 mm gaps,
or ‘dead area’ (Figure 1). The ratio of active area to dead area in each OPV panel is 75.8%;
this quantity is known as the geometric fill factor (GFF).
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Figure 1. (a) OPV panel schematic with 4 serially connected OPV module strings, each containing
10 blue cells; (b) a close image of the OPV cells; (c) the material architecture of the OPV devices used
in the study.

Each OPV array was comprised of eight OPV panels connected in parallel to form
measures 6.4 × 1.0 × 0.006 m and weighs approximately 6 kg (Figure 2). Thus, for each
OPV array, there are 8 panels, 32 modules, and 320 cells. The technical specifications and
nominal ratings for the OPV array are provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. OPV array technical specifications (provided by the manufacturer).

Nominal Power 115 Wp

Tolerance 10%

Voc 25 V

Vmpp 19.3 V

Isc 8 × 1.0 A

Impp 8 × 0.7 A

Max system voltage 120 V

Temperature coefficient Voc −0.19%/K

Temperature coefficient Isc +0.08%/K

Temperature coefficient Pmax +0.02%/K

STC cell efficiency 3.3%

2.2. Study Greenhouse

Figure 3 shows the high tunnel greenhouse used in this study, located at Controlled
Environment Agriculture Center at the University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona (latitude:
32◦16′ N, longitude: 110◦56′ W, altitude: 728 m) with true north-south orientation. The
structure was 9.1 × 14.6 m, gothic-arch roof profile, with 1.8 m sidewalls and 4.9 m height
at the roof apex (Golden Pacific Structures, Cincinnati, OH, USA). The greenhouse roof
material was a double-layer, air-inflated 8mm polyethylene plastic film. Eight OPV arrays
were installed and secured on the greenhouse roof using LDPE tape and nylon cord tie-
downs. Each OPV array was centered on the apex of the greenhouse roof, positioned
equidistantly along the length of the greenhouse, four panels per array (or 16 modules, or
160 cells) on the east pitch of the roof, and four panels on the west pitch of the roof. The
true east-west orientation of the OPV arrays meant that the east-facing and west-facing
active areas were receiving largely the same incident irradiance exposure before and after
solar noon on days in which sky conditions (i.e., presence/extent of cloud cover) did not
change significantly between morning and afternoon periods. The electrical leads for each
OPV array were located on the east side of the greenhouse. The OPV3 and OPV8 arrays
had either erratic electrical behavior or malfunctioning and thus were not considered in
performance evaluation.
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Figure 3. Eight OPV arrays (labeled in top image) installed on a gothic-arch style greenhouse roof;
interior view of greenhouse roof with installed OPV arrays (lower left), and aerial view (lower right).

2.2.1. Environmental Data

A climate station located on the greenhouse roof apex measured relative humidity
and ambient air temperature (HMP60, Vaisala, Vantaa, Finland), and horizontal shortwave
irradiance with a pyranometer (SP-510, Apogee Instruments, Logan, UT, USA).

2.2.2. Solar Irradiance Data

The solar modeling work presented in this study utilized several components of solar
radiation: direct normal irradiance (IDNI), diffuse horizontal irradiance (IDHI), and global
horizontal irradiance (IGHI). A proximal climate station (University of Arizona OASIS, lati-
tude: 32◦23′ N, longitude: 110◦96′ W) was used for solar irradiance data in this study [33].
IDNI is measured with a pyroheliometer (CHP1, Kipp & Zonen B.V., Delft, The Netherlands)
mounted to a sun tracker (SOLYS2, Kipp & Zonen B.V., Delft, The Netherlands); IDHI with a
pyranometer (Eppley Black & White, Eppley Laboratory, Inc., Newport, RI, USA) mounted
under a shading ball attached to another sun tracker; IGHI with a pyranometer (CMP22,
Kipp & Zonen B.V., Delft, The Netherlands). The climate station data has up to 1-min
temporal resolution, and these data were inputs for the solar modeling program used to
calculate the incident solar irradiance on the OPV array devices.
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2.3. OPV Array Electrical Data Collection
2.3.1. I-V Curve Measurement System

An automated current-voltage (I-V) curve measurement system was designed and
programmed in the Python programming language. This system used serial communication
between a laptop PC and a DC programmable electronic load device (8542B, BK Precision,
Yorba Linda, CA, USA). The electronic load measured the I-V curve of the connected OPV
array every 10 min during daylight hours (6:00–18:00h). The I-V curve measurements of
the OPV arrays enable the determination of the maximum power point (Pmax, in W) of the
device, which occurs at the point in the I-V curve when the product of I and V (which equals
P) is at a maximum. Knowing the open-circuit voltage (VOC), short-circuit current (ISC),
and Pmax, the fill factor (FF) of a PV device can be calculated using the following equation:

FF =
Pmax

VOC × ISC
(1)

The FF of a PV device describes how closely the maximum power production comes to
the boundaries of power production, which is set by the VOC and ISC; a high FF is desirable.
A key performance metric for a PV device is the power conversion efficiency (PCE, in %),
which is:

PCE =
Pmax

IT × Ac
(2)

where IT is the total incident irradiance (in W m−2), and AC is the area of the collector
(in m2). For the OPV arrays used in this study, AC is equal to the active area (3.4 m2). IT is
typically measured using solar radiation sensors in the same plane of array (POA) as the
PV module; determining IT for curved PV modules, such as the OPV arrays used in this
study, requires a different approach, which will be described in the subsequent sections.
The electronic load device was capable of measuring one OPV array at a time, holding
the connected array at Voc in between measurements. The OPV4 array was deployed
on the greenhouse beginning 2 October 2019 and was continuously monitored until the
remaining seven OPV arrays were deployed (28 October 2019). On this day, initial I-V
curve measurements were taken around midday (IGHI: 771 ± 24 W m−2) of the OPV arrays
by sequentially connecting/disconnecting each OPV array to the I-V curve measurement
system. After this, each OPV array was connected to the I-V curve system for 1–3 days of
measurement and then disconnected. The measurement period concluded on 19 February
2020. Individual I-V curve measurements of each OPV array were also taken around
midday on 16 February 2020 (IGHI: 759 ± 25 W m−2). The normalized PCE (PCEn) of a PV
device is used to evaluate its performance and stability over time, and can be calculated
using the following equation:

PCEn = PCEmeasured
PCEinitial

× 100 (3)

where PCEmeasured is the measured efficiency of a device, calculated using Equation (2), and
PCEinitial represents initial efficiency of the device when first deployed. Thus, for all OPV
arrays except OPV4, the I-V curve measurements taken on 28 October 2019 represent the
initial PCEn (PCEn,initial, which is always equal to 1.0); the I-V curve measurements taken on
16 February 2020 represent the final PCEn (PCEn,final). The difference between PCEn,initial
and PCEn,final gives a general idea of the degradation that occurred in the OPV arrays
during the measurement period. More detailed analysis is provided on the stability and
degradation behavior of OPV4, since it was monitored continuously for the first 25 days
of its deployment, and then intermittently monitored for the following 18 weeks (totaling
over 3300 h of exposure). In the analysis the OPV4 array performance is reported for
the 1 November 2019–9 February 2020 measurement period unless otherwise indicated.
For this measurement period, 14 days of data collection are reported for each OPV array,
totaling 84 days of data collection for all OPV arrays.
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2.4. Modeling of Curved OPV Arrays on Greenhouse

Figure 4 shows a 3-D model of the study greenhouse with eight OPV arrays installed
on the roof. The model was developed in a Rhinoceros CAD/Grasshopper environment,
based on scaled drawings of the greenhouse structure provided by the manufacturer, and
the OPV array schematic shown in Figure 2.
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The angle of incidence (θ) is the angle between the direct radiation on a surface and the
normal to that surface and must be determined in order to calculate the irradiance incident
on a surface. The equation used for calculating θ considers the surface angle, position, and
solar position:

cos θ = cos θzcosβ+ sin θzsinβ cos(γs− γ) (4)

where θz is solar zenith angle, β is the surface tilt angle (from the horizontal), γs is the
surface azimuth angle, and γ is the solar azimuth angle. For a planar surface, determining
θ is straightforward, due to there only being a singular plane of array (POA), and thus
singular values for all variables in Equation (4). For a surface with curvature, there are
varying angles of β and γs which must be accounted for. This can be accomplished by
partitioning the surface into smaller sub-sections with assumed local planarity [34] and
then finding β and γs for each sub-section. Differential methods can be used to segment
the curved surface into an arbitrary number of sub-sections, with the idea that decreasing
the size of each subsection area results in a better approximation of the surface. However,
since the cell is the smallest functional component of a PV device, restricting the area of
these subsections to approximate the size of individual cells has been demonstrated as a
practical approach for modeling curved PV surfaces [27–29,35]. Therefore, the curved OPV
array surface was partitioned into 320 planar subsections, which correspond to the area
(equal to 82.5 cm2) and position of the 320 OPV cells in the array.

The planar subsections, hereafter referred to as ‘cells’, of the OPV array were defined
in the Grasshopper programming environment as a set of multiple planar Surface Objects.
Using the Area Properties and Evaluate Surface functions, β and γs were then determined
for each planar cell surface. Note that due to the symmetry of the greenhouse roof profile,
the values of β are mirrored along the longitudinal axis of the greenhouse. Due to the
true-north south orientation of the greenhouse, and the east-west orientation of the OPV
arrays, the values of γs were either 90◦ (for east-facing cells) or 270◦ (for west-facing cells).
Values for β along either side of the greenhouse roof differed by as much as 26.5◦ (6.2◦ for
the cell nearest the roof apex, and 32.7◦ for the cell nearest the ground), shown in Figure 5.
The surface properties, which included the cell identifier (‘1’ corresponding to the eastern-
most cell, and ‘320’ corresponding to the western-most cell) and its corresponding β, and
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γs values were outputted into a .csv file. For PV modeling and performance assessment
purposes, each of these cells can be considered as a distinct POA, with a corresponding
β and γs.
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Figure 5. Calculation of the surface tilt angle (β) and angle of incidence (θ) from the direct normal
irradiance (DNI) and the normal angle (Normal) to the plane of array (POA) of individual OPV cells
on the greenhouse roof; the most horizontal cell surface is located nearest the roof apex and the least
horizontal is located nearest the ground.

2.5. Modeling Incident Solar Irradiance on the Curved OPV Array Surface

The pvlib-python© library is an open-source set of documented functions for solar
modeling and simulation of PV system performance [36]. The solarposition.py and irradi-
ance.py modules within pvlib-python were used for modeling solar irradiance conditions
on the curved surface of the OPV arrays deployed on the greenhouse; the methodology for
the process is described in Figure 6.
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The solar position—specifically, θz and γ—for the time (minute) of each I-V curve
measurement taken on any OPV array was calculated using the get_solar_position function
in the solarposition.py module. The angle of incidence, θ, was then calculated for each cell
surface. Then, using the get_total_irradiance function from the irradiance.py module, the total
(IT), direct (i.e., ‘beam’, IB), diffuse (ID), and reflected (IR) irradiance components incident
on each cell were calculated to give IT,cell, IB,cell, ID,cell, and IR,cell. Due to the discontinuity
of the solar model beyond θ = 90◦, for any OPV cell surface at which θ > 90◦ (which means
the sun is positioned behind the surface) during an I-V curve measurement, the incident
irradiance was assumed to be negligible, relative to the irradiance incident on the front side
of the OPV array surface [37].

The values of each irradiance component for each cell were then summed to determine
the irradiance incident on the entire curved OPV array surface to give IT,array; IB,array;
ID,array; and IR,array. The cell identifier also indicates the specific module, or panel, along
the OPV array in which a cell is located (e.g., cells 1–40 belong to Panel 1 on the east side of
the greenhouse; and cells 280–320 belong to Panel 8 on the west side of the greenhouse),
and this enables the calculation of incident irradiance on an individual module; panel; or
other specified area basis

In the get_total_irradiance function within the irradiance.py module, the user can specify
one of five models to use in estimating the solar irradiance incident on the surface of
interest. These models include the isotropic diffuse, (i.e., Lui and Jordan), Klucher, Hay
and Davies, Reindl, and Perez models, all described in detail in Loutzenhiser et al. [38].
Each of these methods has been widely used and validated in the literature. In this analysis,
the Perez model was utilized [39], which has been shown to be a highly accurate method
and validated for short-time step solar energy data, particularly when the measured solar
radiation components (IGHI, IDNI, and IDHI) are available for the location of interest [38].
The Perez model estimates total solar irradiance incident on a planar surface by considering
the direct, diffuse, and reflected irradiance:

IT= IDNIcos θ+ IDHI

[
(1− F1)

(
1 + cosβ

2

)
+F1

a
b
+F2sinβ

]
+IGHI ρg

(
1− cosβ

2

)
(5)

where the first term accounts for the direct component IB. The second term accounts for
the diffuse component; F1 and F2 terms as circumsolar and horizon brightness coefficients,
respectively, and the a and b terms account for the incidence angle of circumsolar radi-
ation [39]. Perez model coefficients derived specifically for Phoenix, Arizona, which is
proximal to the site of the current study, were used. These coefficients are included in the
irradiance.py module, among other sets of coefficients for various locations, and a com-
posite set averaging all locations where the model was validated. The third term accounts
for the radiation reflected from the ground for a surface tilted at slope β, with

(
1−cosβ

2

)
being the view factor to the ground, and ρg being the ground reflectance ratio (i.e., albedo).
For this study, the value of ρg is assumed to be 0.225, an experimentally determined value
for the study site area, which was surrounded by dry dirt [40].

To summarize this approach, in order to evaluate the irradiance conditions on flexible
OPV arrays deployed on a curved greenhouse roof surface, CAD tools were used to
partition the curved OPV array surface into smaller, planar subsections corresponding to
the OPV cell areas. The surface tilt angle and surface azimuth angle for each cell subsection
was then determined, which then enabled the calculation of incident irradiance on each cell
surface using a solar modeling program, coinciding with the time of each I-V measurement
taken on an OPV array. Thus, calculated incident solar irradiance on curved OPV arrays
installed on the greenhouse roof was related to measured electrical performance, which
allows for the evaluation of the OPV array performance in varying irradiance conditions.
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3. Results and Discussion

We begin this section showing the functionality of the proposed modeling methods in
characterizing the solar irradiance conditions incident on the curved OPV array surfaces on
the greenhouse roof (Section 3.1). We then apply these methods to analyze the measured
electrical performance of the six OPV arrays over the course of the five-month measure-
ment period, focusing on the effects of incident irradiance on key electrical performance
parameters (Section 3.2). We conclude with a discussion of the degradation and reliability
of the OPV arrays. Although the effect of module temperature on OPV array performance
is not explicitly investigated in this study, we recognize the major role of this parameter in
dictating the dynamic performance of PV devices and highlight its potential effects in the
analysis of greenhouse-integrated OPV array performance where it may be relevant.

3.1. Irradiance Model Functionality

The modeling work developed in this study enabled the estimation of incident solar
irradiance on a flexible OPV array deployed on a curved greenhouse roof by calculating
the incident irradiance on smaller planar subsections of the OPV array, which correspond
to the individual cells in the device. The total irradiance on each cell (IT,cell) can be summed
to give the total incident irradiance on the OPV array (IT,array) at any given time. The
cells can also be grouped based on their position in the OPV array and/or orientation on
the greenhouse roof, which allows for the determination of irradiance conditions on an
individual OPV module, panel, or other pre-defined area. Figure 7 illustrates this adaptable
spatial resolution functionality, in which the IT over the course of a mostly clear sky day
(4 November 2019) is calculated for the entire OPV array surface, for the OPV cells located
on the east and west pitches of the greenhouse roof, and for the eight individual OPV
panels, showing the changes in angle of incidence over the course of the day for each panel.

The outputs from the solar modeling program include calculations for the individual
solar irradiance components—direct, diffuse, and reflected irradiance—that sum to give
total irradiance. Knowing the relative amounts of each solar irradiance component incident
on the OPV surface is important for assessing electrical behavior in different types of
irradiance exposure, specifically direct versus diffuse irradiance. This issue is particularly
relevant to OPV technology, which, relative to crystalline silicon PV, has been shown
to exhibit quite variable electrical behavior when exposed to different light conditions,
depending on the OPV device materials and architecture [41]. For instance, a reversible
degradation phenomenon has been observed in several laboratory and outdoor studies
of particular OPV devices, which is attributed to high direct irradiance intensities; as a
consequence of this degradation mechanism, the performance of outdoor OPV devices
is reduced throughout the day, and then recovers overnight [42,43]. There have also
been differing reports on the effect of low-light and diffuse-light sky conditions in the
outdoor performance of OPV devices with different device architectures [26,44,45]. Thus,
performance assessment of large-scale greenhouse-integrated OPV installations stands to
benefit from component-specific characterization of incident irradiance.
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Figure 7. Modeled incident irradiance on the curved OPV array surface on the greenhouse for
4 November 2021 for different levels of spatial resolution; the angle of incidence (AOI) shown for the
OPV panel surfaces represents the averaged AOI for the 40 cells belonging to each panel.

To demonstrate this functionality, Figure 8 shows the calculated IB and ID incident on
the OPV6 array for two consecutive days of measurement, one with completely overcast
sky (16 January 2020) and the next with clear sky (17 January 2020), alongside concurrent
measurements of Pmax, PCE, VOC, JSC, and FF. It can be seen that for both sky conditions,
Pmax and Isc had strong dependence on the irradiance intensity.
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Figure 8. Modeled diurnal direct and diffuse irradiance incident on the OPV6 array with concurrent
electrical measurements for completely overcast sky (16 January 2020) shown on the left panel, and
clear sky (17 January 2020) shown on the right panel.

The PCE values showed wider variation on the overcast day due to cloud cover
variation, which affected the irradiance, but the average daily PCE value was virtually the
same (~2.5%) on the overcast and clear sky days. The highest PCE values for either day
(3–3.5%) were reached on the overcast sky day during the period with the lowest light levels
(~50 W m−2), indicating good performance of OPV in low- and diffuse-light conditions;
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this behavior was also observed in Magadley et al. [26] and Lima and Bagnis [44] for
OPV modules.

On the clear sky day, a rapid increase in VOC of the OPV6 array in the early morning
(between 7:00–8:00) can be seen; the VOC reached its limiting value (~31 V) during the period
of day with highest IB, and then rapidly dropped around sundown (between 17:00–18:00h).
The behavior of VOC differed on the overcast sky day, in which there was a more gradual
rise in VOC during the morning, as the OPV6 array received increasing amounts of ID. The
VOC values fluctuated throughout the day, and the limiting value was never reached (the
maximum VOC value was 28.2 V, occurring at midday).

The FF values for the clear sky conditions rose rapidly at sunrise, were quite stable
throughout the day (~42%), and then dropped at sundown. On the overcast sky day, the FF
rose more gradually, peaked at midday (~41%) when the highest irradiance levels incident
on the OPV array surface (~120 W m−2) were calculated, and remained between 39–40%
with slight fluctuations, and then gradually declined at the end of the day.

3.2. Electrical Performance of OPV Arrays

Figure 9 shows the electrical behavior of the OPV arrays at different levels of IT for the
measurement period. It can be seen that the power output from the OPV arrays (Figure 9a)
generally increased with higher IT, with a stronger linear pattern seen in OPV2 and OPV6
rolls; the other four arrays had proportionately lower output, compared to OPV2 and
OPV6 rolls, at higher levels of IT. Although module temperature is affected by a number of
climatic factors in addition to irradiance intensity, such as relative humidity, air temperature,
wind speed, it can be generally assumed that higher module temperatures coincide with
higher irradiance intensities. Despite the positive temperature coefficient for Pmax given
by the manufacturer (+ 0.02% K−1, see Table 1), the trend in Pmax for OPV1, OPV4, OPV5,
and OPV7 at higher irradiance levels may indicate a negative temperature coefficient for
these devices in particular; both Magadley et al. [26] and Chief et al. [46] measured a
negative temperature coefficient in outdoor testing at the module-level for this specific OPV
device architecture. Often OPVs are assumed to have positive temperature coefficients
since the charge carrier transport in OPVs is thermally assisted. This observation points to
the importance of long-term outdoor testing for OPV devices, which reveals discrepancies
between performance in controlled versus field conditions.

Agreeing with observations of the OPV6 performance in different sky conditions
(Figure 8), as well as other outdoor studies [26,46,47], the peak values for PCE (Figure 9b)
and FF (Figure 9e) were measured in the lowest irradiance conditions (<200 W m−2). The
VOC in all OPV arrays showed logarithmic dependence on increasing light intensities,
reaching a limiting value at approximately 200 W m−2 (Figure 9c); this VOC behavior is
common to OPV devices, reviewed in detail by Elumalai and Uddin [48]. Again, we note
the negative temperature coefficient for the VOC given by the manufacturer (−0.19% K−1,
see Table 1): the rapid increase in VOC and subsequent flattening at higher irradiance levels
could be attributed to the limiting effect of coincident increased module temperatures.
Compared to VOC, the behavior of ISC (Figure 9d) was less consistent between OPV arrays
and showed large variation in individual OPV arrays (OPV1, OPV5, and OPV7), likely
indicating degradation in these devices. OPV2 and OPV6, to a lesser extent OPV4, demon-
strated strongly linear interaction between ISC and IT. On the other hand, OPV1, OPV5 and
OPV7 show a dampened ISC at higher IT; this may be attributed to higher photo-generated
charge carrier recombination losses occurring at higher irradiance levels [49]. It can also
be seen that the FF for the OPV1, OPV5, OPV7 decreased in higher irradiance conditions,
indicating reduced Pmax, and specifically Imax, in these conditions.
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Figure 10 shows the diurnal performance of all OPV arrays over the course of the
measurement period. We reiterate that the OPV arrays were deployed on the greenhouse
with true east-west orientation, thereby receiving equal irradiance exposure on both the
east-facing and west-facing active areas (at least for days in which sky conditions did not
change significantly before/after solar noon). Theoretically, if only incident irradiance
explained electrical behavior in the OPV devices, it would be expected that diurnal trends
in all performance parameters would be largely symmetrical, rising to peak values at
peak irradiance levels, usually occurring at midday, and then declining with decreasing
irradiance levels. Figure 10 illustrates this is not the case for several of the OPV arrays,
signaling that other factors beyond IT (e.g., device temperature, a reversible degradation
phenomenon described in Section 3.1, irreversible degradation, or other defects etc.) are
influencing the performance.

With this said, we observe the relatively symmetrical diurnal power output (Figure 10b)
in OPV2, OPV4, and OPV6. This not only indicates good performance of these arrays
throughout the day, but also the design advantage in arranging greenhouse roof-installed
OPV with both east and west orientations, thus capturing solar energy throughout the
daylight hours for greenhouse usage, or grid-feeding. However, it can be seen that for
the lowest performing arrays—OPV1 and OPV7—the dominant trend in Pmax shows
disproportionate decline relative to the incident irradiance (Figure 10a) during the afternoon
periods. This is also evident in the dominant trends for PCE behavior (Figure 10c) of OPV1
and OPV7, and to a lesser degree OPV5, which show highest PCE values reached earlier in
the day and then gradual declines from midday onward. In contrast, the daily PCE values
for OPV2, OPV4, and OPV6 were relatively stable between 9:00–16:00h. The VOC behavior
was largely consistent between the OPV arrays, increasing rapidly between 8:00–10:00h
to its maximum value and then declining slightly between 12:00–16:00h; once again, this
may be explained by the nominal negative temperature coefficient (Table 1). The dominant
trend for ISC (Figure 10e) is similar to Pmax; note the asymmetrical dips in ISC the afternoon
period in OPV1 and OPV7. The trends in FF (Figure 10f) for OPV2 and OPV6 are relatively
constant throughout the midday period, while the remaining arrays had dips in FF during
midday periods, coinciding with the highest irradiance intensities. While there were no
physical defects observed in the OPV arrays at installation, the variability in electrical
performance observed between the OPV arrays points to the importance of improving
fabrication methods to ensure high-quality and reliable commercial OPV devices.

Table 2 summarizes the efficiencies of the OPV arrays at different times of the day
and over the course of the measurement period. With the exception of OPV4, which was
deployed 1 month earlier than the other OPV arrays, all OPV arrays received the same solar
radiation and environmental exposure; despite this, average performance varied. All OPV
arrays had the lowest efficiencies in the afternoon. Comparing average efficiencies for the
morning and midday periods is less consistent, with three arrays (OPV2, OPV4 and OPV6)
achieving relatively higher midday efficiencies, corresponding with higher IT, and the
other three (OPV1, OPV5, OPV7) having relatively higher morning efficiencies. Averaging
performance for all OPV rolls, it can be seen that morning and midday efficiencies were
virtually equal. Lower performance in the afternoon period may indicate the reversible
degradation phenomenon found in other outdoor studies of OPV, in which the light-
induced material degradation over the course of the day reduces performance, followed by
a recovery period overnight [42,43].
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Table 2. Average PCE (%), FF (%), and normalized PCE loss (PCEn,initial—PCEn,final, %) of the
greenhouse-deployed OPV arrays between 28.10.2019 to 19.2.2020. Measurement details for normal-
ized PCE values are provided Section 2.3.1.

OPV1 OPV2 OPV4 OPV5 OPV6 OPV7 ALL

Daily average PCE (%)
(6:00–18:00) 1.53 2.08 1.87 1.69 2.13 1.49 1.82

Morning average PCE (%)
(6:00–10:00) 1.93 2.04 1.85 2.00 2.07 1.86 1.96

Midday average PCE (%)
(10:00–14:00) 1.52 2.29 2.03 1.73 2.51 1.45 1.95

Afternoon average PCE (%)
(14:00–18:00) 1.24 1.89 1.73 1.42 1.80 1.25 1.57

Daily average FF (%) 36.7 43.3 40.4 41.3 40.5 33.1 0.39

PCEn,initial–PCEn,final (%) 50.6 31.5 – 33.1 33.4 44.3 38.6

Today’s commercial crystalline silicon PV panels typically achieve FFs around 80% in
outdoor conditions [50]; the FF of the OPV arrays measured in this study ranged between
33.1% (OPV7) and 43.3% (OPV2). While lower FF values are common for large-area OPV
technology (Wang et al. 2019), we note that even the highest average FF value of 43.3% was
still 14.2% below the nominal FF value from the manufacturer (57.5%), which was calculated
from the VOC, ISC, and Pmax in Table 1. The loss in normalized efficiency, calculated as
the difference between the PCEn,initial and PCEn,final (see Section 2.3.1 for measurement
details) ranged between 31.5–50.6%. The highest efficiency losses were seen in OPV1 and
OPV7, which also had the lowest overall performance during the measurement period
(Figures 9 and 10), indicating that these devices likely experienced significant degradation
in the initial period of their deployment.

The normalized PCE, VOC, ISC, and FF values for the OPV4 array between 2 October
2019–16 February 2019 are shown in Figure 11. The lowest daily maximum incident
irradiance on OPV4 during the measurement period was 590 W m−2, which occurred on
21 December 2019. For this reason, PCEn values were filtered for total incident irradiance
on the OPV4 array for a 600± 15 W m−2 range, occurring between 10:00–14:00h. As already
discussed, stability and lifetime are critical challenges for scaling up OPV technology [51].
The time after initial deployment of a PV device at which its PCE decays to 80% of its
initial value is T80, and this parameter is widely used to evaluate the lifetime of PV devices.
However, OPV devices are known to have relatively short T80, experiencing exponential
decay in efficiency in the first ~100 h of deployment. The time at which PCE decay changes
from exponential to linear marks the ‘burn-in’ period for a PV device; a 10–50% loss in
OPV device efficiency during the burn-in period can occur [52]. Following the burn-in
period, PCE generally stabilizes. Due to the severe effects of the burn-in period on OPV
performance, it is generally recommended to evaluate the OPV lifetime based on its post-
burn-in performance. For this purpose, Ts80 represents the time after the initial burn-in
period for PCE to decay by 20% and is commonly seen as a better indication of OPV device
lifetime, compared to T80. It can be seen in the normalized PCE plot in Figure 11 that the end
of the burn-in period and T80 coincide at approximately 124 h (5 days after deployment).
The Ts80 was never reached during the measurement period; the final recorded PCEn equal
to 61.4%. The normalized VOC values slightly increased over the measurement period,
while the normalized ISC values showed gradual decline after the burn-in period, similar
to the PCE trend. Normalized FF was relatively stable after the burn-in period. It has
been estimated that the operational lifetime of OPV devices (Ts80) must extend to 10 years
in order to be commercially competitive with silicon PV. Based on the observed linear
degradation in PCEn of OPV4 shown in Figure 11, decaying nearly 19% from its post-burn-
in efficiency in 135 days (19 weeks), the operational lifetime of OPV4 is more on the order
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of seasons rather than years. However, this observation should be viewed in the context
of recent and very promising gains seen in both the performance and stability of OPV
devices which utilize non-fullerene acceptor molecules in the photoactive layer(s) instead
of ‘traditional’ fullerene derivatives (e.g., PC60BM, which was the acceptor molecule in the
bulk heterojunction layers of the OPV devices used in this study) [53]. With these advances
and trends continuing upward, OPV is projected to show strong commercial viability in
the near-term, particularly for niche markets in BIPV and greenhouse applications [51].
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4. Conclusions

The remarkable improvements in the performance of organic photovoltaics (OPV)
seen just in the past five years indicate the rapid and ongoing evolution of OPV technol-
ogy; novel material systems and device architectures are continuously being developed
and introduced. Given that agricultural greenhouses have been identified as a uniquely
suitable candidate for OPV applications, it is important that modeling and analytical tools
are developed which can facilitate more effective design strategies and assessment of
greenhouse-integrated OPV systems. For large-scale OPV applications to greenhouses,
these devices will be electrically connected in strings/arrays, and thus an evaluation of
performance will be needed at this larger scale. Many greenhouse designs feature roof
curvature, especially greenhouses covered by flexible plastic films (for which the direct
integration of OPV cells is of particular interest). Knowing the solar irradiance conditions
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incident on a PV device is of critical importance for performance assessment; this parameter
becomes challenging to measure for flexible PV installed on curved surfaces.

Therefore, in this study a method to estimate incident solar irradiance (total, di-
rect, and diffuse components) on a curved greenhouse roof surface was developed using
Rhinoceros/Grasshopper CAD software and the open-source solar modeling program
pvlib-python©, which was then applied to assess the performance of six flexible, semi-
transparent, roll-to-roll printed OPV arrays (each comprised of 32 OPV module strings,
3.4 m2 total active area), which were installed on a high tunnel greenhouse (gothic-arch roof
profile) in Tucson, Arizona and electrically monitored between October 2019–February 2020.
With this method and results, we present the first outdoor performance assessment for
greenhouse-deployed OPV devices evaluated at this (array) scale.

The OPV arrays showed better power conversion efficiencies (PCE) at low incident
irradiance levels, and in the morning and midday periods compared to the afternoon period.
The average PCE for the six OPV arrays measured was 1.82%. Maximum power point
(Pmax) and short-circuit current (ISC) showed strong dependence on incident irradiance,
and direct irradiance in particular, although at the highest irradiance intensities there was a
clear dampening effect seen in both parameters for three of the OPV arrays. VOC reached
limiting values around 200 W m−2, occurring in the initial daylight hours, and then showed
slight decline in afternoon periods. Fill factor (FF) values also peaked around 200 W m−2;
for three of the OPV arrays, FF showed slight decline at higher irradiance levels, while for
the remaining three arrays it was relatively unaffected. Average daily FF values for the
arrays were low, ranging between 33.1–43.3%. On average, the OPV arrays had a 38.6%
loss in overall PCE over the measurement period, ranging between 31.6–50.1%.

The method presented in this study for calculating irradiance conditions on a curved
greenhouse roof surface is quite modular, meaning that it can easily be applied to differ-
ent greenhouse structural designs, OPV (and other flexible PV) designs and installation
schemes, for both performance assessment and, with some modification (but the same
foundational features), energy yield prediction for greenhouse-integrated PV systems.
Recognizing the absence of measured direct and/or diffuse irradiance data at many agri-
cultural meteorological stations, we note that alternative solar models which require only
horizontal irradiance measurements and are generally less computationally intensive can
be substituted for the Perez anisotropic sky method that was used in this study; these
options are included in the pvlib-python© suite.

Side-by-side comparisons of the performance and degradation behavior of curved vs.
planar greenhouse OPV installations would be interesting for future work. Furthermore,
the effect of temperature on the performance of large-scale OPV strings/arrays deployed
on greenhouse structures should be incorporated in future assessment studies—there are
modeling tools available for this purpose within the pvlib-python library. As the integration
of OPV into greenhouse structures gains momentum in both research and industry, this
study demonstrates a practical approach for assessing the performance of flexible large-
scale OPV (and other PV) installations deployed on non-planar greenhouse shapes.
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